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Armstrong Energy is planning a coal export terminal in rural Plaquemines Parish,
Louisiana, with the intent of shipping 12 million short tons of coal overseas. Proponents of the
terminal point to new jobs and tax revenues as the reason to support it. Other community
residents in the parish point to the displacement of centuries-old communities, pollution and the
false promise of economic benefits. This report addresses the weak financial position of
Armstrong Energy and the economic challenges it faces in a slow growth market here and
abroad. The market for coal increasingly favors natural gas and regulatory and policy obstacles
here and abroad. Armstrong Energy’s recent withdrawal of a new stock offering shows the
capital markets will not support the company.
ARMSTRONG COAL’S SHAKY FINANCES
Armstrong Energy’s bond rating is B3 corporate family rating, making it a speculativegrade, or colloquially, a junk bond that has a substantial chance of defaulting. The credit rating
service Moody’s cites Armstrong’s “small scale and lack of operating diversification, weak
profitability…high degree of customer concentration, and the inherent geological and operating
risks associated with coal mining.” Moody’s adds that the company taking on debt for additional
mining acquisitions contribute to the low rating.1 A prudent government agency might question
whether it should issue revenue bonds facing these credit constraints.
Armstrong Energy’s March 2012 filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) in anticipation of going public reflects the company’s dilemma, declining revenue and
rising debt. Its audited net earnings decreased by over $4.6 million between 2010 and 2011 to
$3.4 million. Its total debt nearly doubled from 2010 to 2011, from $139.8 million to $244.8
million.2 Although Armstrong Coal hoped to finalize going public in the first quarter of 2012, it
withdrew its IPO in July 2013. 3 4 Reasons given by Armstrong were that the IPO and its
numbers from 2011 were dated and that the coal market was too weak.5 Its main stockholder is
still Yorktown Partners, a private equity firm that specializes in buyout, late venture growth
capital, and recapitalization for companies in the energy sector.6
The fall in fortunes of other coal producers in 2013 affirms the weak market Armstrong
faces and why investors might not support a stock offering for a coal company. Arch Coal lost
$70 million in the first quarter of 2013, resulting in a loss of 33 cents per share, in the face of a
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slowing global market and declining production at its mines.7 Alpha Natural Resources proved
to be a volatile stock between 2008 and 2013, losing over 95% of its value.8 Walter Energy’s
recent dividend cut after a subpar second quarter earnings report led to some analysts speculating
about future liquidity issues for the company.9
Although coal company executives would paint a sunny picture and talk about a silver
lining to every cloud, there are broader economic implications that do not bode well for coal.
Caterpillar, a company that frequently foreshadows the economic fortunes of the construction
and mining industries, is slashing production of mining equipment in response to sluggish
demand at home and abroad. Although the company is known more for bulldozers and other
heavy construction machines, they shifted towards equipment for mining after the purchase of
Bucyrus International.10
A MARKET UNFAVORABLE TO COAL
Armstrong Energy’s prospectus from when it was planning to go public lists a litany of
conditions that would make the company unpalatable to investors. Such concerns include:
market-level risks such as demand for coal or reduction in sales to its largest customers,
domestic-level pressures like less coal used for power generation or inherent operating risks
while mining, company-level risks that include indebtedness or defects in a mining title,
government-level risks like regulatory requirements, and individual-level risks like legal
proceedings or a shortage of skilled mining labor.11 Some of the risks mentioned in the
prospectus have come to fruition and continue to pose problems for Armstrong.
The demand for coal has dropped precipitously in the past few months for a variety of
reasons, most notably because of economic slowing in emerging markets and stagnant to
dropping demand in developed markets like the European Union. There are other problems
closer to home. One of their largest customers, Louisville Gas and Electric (LG&E) and its
affiliate Kentucky Utilities (KU) Company may be retiring three coal plants by 2016 and
replacing them with gas-fired plants.12 LG&E’s contracts with Armstrong decline by 2016, as
overall they will buy 1.2 million tons less than in previous years.13 Armstrong’s other large
customer, the Tennessee Valley Authority, is idling four units that produce 800 megawatts of
power at their Colbert plant and is discussing retiring them by 2019.14 This is a part of a larger
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trend. Coal use has precipitously declined by 21% from 2005 to 2012,15 and will continue to
decline in the future. It is estimated that 17% of the coal fleet will be retired by 2020.16
Although the coal industry points to growing demand for exports to India and China as its
saviors in the face of an administration determined to shut it down, the economic reality is far
more complex. The “Indian miracle” forecasted by Washington, an idea that the Indian economy
would rule the 21st century, has turned into the Indian nightmare as the country’s GDP has
slowed and its structural challenges have manifested themselves.17 Investors in Coal India,
India’s largest coal producer have raised questions about the sale of coal reserves for below
market value.18 A rationalization of the coal sales process would increase prices and create a
disincentive for many of the new proposed plants. The country also faces considerable
challenges to the use of its existing coal reserves, most notably challenges from Greenpeace over
forest protection laws.19
India is further impaired by corruption. In a survey conducted by Ernst & Young of the
executives of firms that did business in India, eighty-three percent of respondents thought that a
recent flood of scams negatively impacted foreign investment inflows.20 Interestingly, metal
extraction and mining was perceived as the second most corrupt type of enterprise (at 76% of
respondents) among surveyed executives.21 Bribery is considered a requirement of doing
business in India, with accountants “cooking the books” to cover up the greasing of palms.22
With the exception of a few large scams, the impact of corruption on the Indian economy is
estimated at 364 billion Indian rupees.23
American companies are betting on Indian demand for coal, which is considered more
bullish than China according to some analysts.24 Other countries are meeting Indian demand,
such as Indonesia (77.5 million metric tons), Australia (26.8 million metric tons), and South
Africa (17.4 million metric tons). Much of the coal from Indonesia is of low quality, but India’s
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power plants run on low quality blends.25 Additionally, coal exported from the United States
might cost more in the current market than what the Indian consumer is willing to pay, and
power plants are unwilling to pass a high cost on Indian citizens, a plurality of which make less
than 2 dollars a day. Even if the power plants raised prices and started using more imported coal,
state governments might crackdown on the plants because power tariff hikes raise fears of
inflation.26
China is also cited by coal companies as a country that will have extremely high demand
in the coming years.27 Like India, it is facing an economic slowdown. Its double-digit GDP
growth that has persisted over 2 decades is slowing and government policy and the needs of the
Chinese people are changing the nature of future economic development.
Other indicators demonstrate the weaknesses in the Chinese economy. State
governments borrowed recklessly to build projects and infrastructure that remains unfinished or
unused, with lavish malls and apartment buildings sitting abandoned. The state bank has
financed these projects leaving it with a growing portfolio of bad debt.28 The explosion in easy
credit and overinvestment raise concerns about how Beijing can avoid a housing crisis similar to
what happened in 2008 in the United States.29 There are various discussions among economists
about a “hard” or a “soft” landing for China, rather than continued high growth. However,
markets are counting on a hard landing.
China is the third biggest customer for U.S. coal exporters, which means the hard landing
would be disastrous for American manufacturers and coal exporters.30 Although recent
projections forecasted a 6% increase in imports to China, there was actually a 0.7% decline.31
The value of imports to China decreased from $1.83 trillion USD in early 2013 to $1.471 trillion
USD in July.32
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Within China, the prospect for coal exports is growing dimmer. Over the past decade,
China has made progress toward reform of coal mining and the introduction of efficiencies.
Goldman Sachs reported that seaborne coal exports will drop for the first time since the start of
the financial crisis and continue to decline.33 Faced with a population upset about smog choking
its cities, China has increased emissions standards for coal power plants. These standards require
an investment of about $41 billion from power companies to install pollution abatement
equipment. Requirements are even more stringent in highly-polluted areas, where power plants
face tougher emissions requirements than in the United States or European Union.34 Such
emissions requirements raise concern if Illinois Basin coals, which are high in sulfur,35 will
withstand China’s tougher standards.
China is also trying to increase energy efficiency and invest in renewables like wind
power.36 The World Resources Institute estimates that from 2002 to 2011 China invested $40
billion in mostly wind and solar development.37 The World Bank reported that China has
invested in renewable energy globally and has the largest energy savings.38 China receives 8%
of its energy from non-fossil fuel sources, and set goals to increase that to 11.4% in 2015 and
15% in 2020.39 Additionally, some market analysts assert that China has already peaked in its
imported coal demand in 2012, and that continued import demand will decline through 2025. 40
While some firms may be able to compete effectively in China, others will not due to increasing
market liquidity.41
These market, environmental and policy factors all suggest that, at best, U.S. coal
producers from the Illinois Basin will have a market for coal only when primary suppliers have
trouble meeting the needs of China and India. The market is not sending price signals that
support long term demand for Illinois Basin coal. These price signals suggest that the port export
project is not based on a reasonable expectation of an expanding coal market.
THE PERFECT STORM AT HOME
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While shaky markets abroad pose risks to Armstrong, there are various problems for coal
at home in the United States that would not be a safety net should international markets fall
through. One of the world’s richest persons, Warren Buffett, warned that coal will “gradually
decline” and that companies will switch to natural gas when it becomes cheap enough.42 Natural
gas is competitive with coal on energy intensity for already-existing plants, and for new plants it
is more competitive than coal. Combined-cycle gas plants are far more flexible than coalpowered steam turbines, easily adjusting output and spending less time and money on start-up
and shutdown.43
Market-level problems are not the only issues contributing to the decline of coal.
Regulations along with increased use of renewables are listed in Armstrong’s prospectus as a risk
that may lead to unprofitability.44 Renewables are increasingly being used by government
agencies like the Department of Defense and seeing more investments from the private and
public sector.45 The EPA is currently accepting public comment for Mercury and Air Toxics
Standards (MATS) that affect coal power plants after opposition from the coal and power plant
industry delayed finalization. Additional rules could limit CO2 emissions from power plants to
1,000 pounds per megawatt-hour.46
Despite the delay, the political winds may be shifting to reducing dependence on coal.
Non-profit and non-governmental groups are fighting vehemently against the use of coal within
the United States. Coalitions composed of communities of faith, tribal nations, environmental
groups, farmers, and many other groups have been actively engaged in the reduction or
elimination of coal power plants in their areas. Citing health and environmental impacts, they
have aided in the retirement of coal power plants and shut down proposed coal exporting
terminals. The Sierra Club’s “Beyond Coal” campaign site discusses the shutdown of 149 coal
power plants and efforts to continue this work.47
Coal companies in the West and the Department of Interior may face increased scrutiny
that could affect the profitability of coal exports across the United States. A report from the
Inspector General of the Department of the Interior discusses that the Bureau of Land
Management did not properly apply its own rules for Western coal leases on federal land and
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shortchanged the government for $62 million dollars.48 Over the past 30 years, the Interior
Department’s inability to get fair market value for coal adds up to $30 billion in lost revenue.49
Congress is entering the debate and conducted an oversight committee in early July. 50
Other factors may contribute to unprofitability. The prospectus mentioned legal actions
taken against Armstrong Energy, and some lawsuits have been filed in the past two years. One
lawsuit, Western Kentucky Royalty Trust v. Armstrong Coal Reserves, Inc., et al., was filed by
Western Kentucky Royalty Trust on behalf of trustee Samuel S. Francis over coal royalties.51
The US District Court in the Western District of Kentucky ruled in favor of Francis and awarded
him $273,366. According to the memorandum opinion and order of the case, Francis expects
that an additional $13 million in royalties will be due to him within thirteen or fourteen years52
and has filed suit for this amount in Western Leasing, Inc., and Samuel A. Frances, and Western
Kentucky Royalty Trust v. Armstrong Coal Company, Inc.53 Another lawsuit against Armstrong
is Douglas P. Sumner v. Armstrong Coal Company, Inc. Sumner sued to obtain commissions
from Armstrong after he negotiated deals with Louisville Gas & Electric (LG&E) and Big Rivers
Electric Corporation. These contracts were for 27.1 million tons and 6 million tons at .35 cents a
ton to be paid to Sumner. The US District Court of the Western District of Kentucky ruled that
Armstrong Coal pay Sumner for these contracts.54 The case is on appeal.55
CONCLUSION
Coal industry executives cite the higher cost of natural gas in recent months as evidence
that coal will rebound. Rapid changes in both natural gas and coal require that governments
seeking partnerships with the coal industry thoroughly police their claims prior to providing
support and resources. This is especially important in rural areas with small tax bases and
limited growth opportunities. While natural gas is predicted to be the energy source of the future,
other factors, such as regulations, objections from community groups, and litigation pose
problems for Armstrong and other coal companies. Additionally, demand from emerging
economies is unlikely to materialize due to economic slowdown. The creation and expansion of
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coal terminals is part of an “Export or Die” strategy by the coal companies to keep their
businesses alive as markets shrink and realign. This raises the questions: Should the State of
Louisiana invest in this troubled company at a time when global coal markets are weak and
independent analysts are indicating very little improvement in the short- and long-term outlook?
The private sector has already rejected Armstrong Energy, does the State of Louisiana have such
a strong economy that it can afford to speculate?
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